


WHERE WE
ARE NOW

Thank you again for participating in this
tailored version of The Healing Journey
presentation. It was an afternoon of
adventure and mental well-being. 

We took a hike into a forest, that took longer
than anticipated. It pushed us past our
limits and brought us together. It was tough
at times, but we came together to support
each other when it was needed.

On the following pages, you'll see the
information we covered on important
concepts, as well links for your reference.

SURVEY LINK

https://forms.gle/Dcvygh4PV4AsA6tYA


Many of us have yet to move
past the idea that unless
we're hungry or tired, we're
"okay". What we're exposed
to initially becomes the
foundation of our health
knowledge, and this differs
greatly among individuals.

Everyone will perceive
different modeling, have
different experiences, and
create different ideals of
what healthy is.

Looking back, moving forward: a culture-
based framework to promote mental well-
being in Manitoba First Nations
communities, the study was published
online in December 2018 by the
International Journal of Culture and
Mental Health. (Source)

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/mental-health-strengthening-our-response
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17542863.2018.1556714
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17542863.2018.1556714
https://news.umanitoba.ca/look-to-the-medicine-wheel-for-mental-health-elders-advise-in-first-nations-study/


https://dictionary.apa.org/reframing
https://myhealth.alberta.ca/Health/aftercareinformation/pages/conditions.aspx?hwid=abk7438


How would we recognize that they're lost? 

Perhaps they look confused or look like they don't have the necessary supplies. Maybe they have
a numb look or vacant stare, you might see tears or hear some sniffles. Sometimes they look
panicked and their breath is quick and shallow. What if they yelled at us, "Look away! There's
nothing to see here!"

https://dictionary.apa.org/reframing
https://dictionary.apa.org/reframing
https://www.anxietycanada.com/articles/calm-breathing-how-to-do-it/
https://www.ementalhealth.ca/Canada/Deep-Breathing/index.php?m=article&ID=62559




https://www.psycom.net/cognitive-dissonance




Life is hard and can feel tough, how we handle that can change the situation for the better
faster than you think. Challenges don't wait until we're ready for them to affect us. How can
we create space between stuff happening and our reactions?

If we practice gratitude for what we have, we'll be happier with what we have. This is a big
help in grounding our emotions and clearing our thinking. It becomes easier to choose what
to invest in or save for. 

Which of these little experiments would you try to practice this? Feel free to think of others or
recognize all the little experiments you're already doing!
 
1. Wait a day to buy what you want, so you're sure you actually need it.
2. Picking something to save for, so it feels easier to spend less.
3. Try a new spending plan instead of a restrictive budget next month.
4. Picking up casual work or spending time on a side hustle to earn extra cash.



What advice do you give someone to be ready for anything? 

Perhaps it's a reminder that they've been through so much already, or they've survived all
their previous "tough tests". Maybe it's that they've worked so hard that they really deserve
the opportunity to get out there and find some support. Often we like to remind others that
they have what it takes to succeed, we all deserve happiness and a feeling of achievement in
life. Has anyone ever told you to take it one day at a time or put your heart into it? 

If you're thinking "don't rely on your feelings right now?" and "give a new experience a
chance?", why not instead make room to acknowledge those feelings and misgivings? That
helps us to stay present when stressed, instead of repressing our emotions and intuitive
knowing. We feel things for a reason, and it’s a great opportunity to learn what feels like
intuition and discern the impact of your emotions!



A student's mentality helps us work past the assumption that we know everything about the
situation and all potential solutions. If you think you already know, why would you ask for help
or learn more? One of the strongest reframing techniques is putting ourselves in the mindset of a
curious observer.

How could mentors change a situation like this? They might help you get a wider perspective on
the situation, learn techniques to manage yourself and the circumstances or stay with you until
you feel more confident again. 

Good mentors will slow us down, so we can focus on one step at a time, reinforcing that it
doesn't happen overnight. They'll instill faith in the process so you can feel grounded and
capable. Fabulous mentors will validate that your experience is real and reinforce that the story
you're telling yourself matters in a real way.



What happens when we're HALT (also known as Hungry, Angry, Lonely, or
Tired)? 

Losing our patience, our concentration, or our temper is common. As is breaking down and
crying, snapping at other people, and rushing through actions without thinking. I'm sure
you've thought up your own examples, as we expressed life can be hard, and it can surprise us.
Especially when we've been telling ourselves a story of permanent stability, excellence in
decision-making, and perfect behaviour at all times.



How could we support the emotional well-being of our group, as we're in the thick of this
"adventure"? Here are a few approaches to think about: 
1. Remind each other of what we accomplished so far.
2. State that we were strong enough to get this far, we can keep going until we reach help.
3. Talk about how the reward will validate the effort.
4. Reinforce that we're worthy of success and making our way through this successfully.

It can be tough to motivate ourselves and others when we feel down and out. Get curious
about what works for you on your hard days and tough moments.


